
1 

 
Alliso n  Brun so n  

W ar Me m o rial Pain tin g (pain tin g)  

 

 

I love watching other people paint, and I like seeing the process of building layers. I enjoy painting in 

my free time mostly to see if I can replicate some of the techniques I've seen others do. I'm not usually 

thrilled with the results, but it 's fun!   



2 

 
Alys ia Po w e ll 

Ne utral Tran qu ility (pain tin g)  

 

 

Like most artists, I turn to painting and other creative avenues as a means to relax. This is my first 

attempt at abstract art. I wanted to challenge myself to let go. I've titled this piece, "Neutral 

Tranquility" because of the neutral earth tones and peaceful lines. 
  



3 

 
An n le e  H icks  

Blo o m s  (drie d flo w e rs  in  re s in )  

 

I’m not sure I would call myself an artist as much as I would love to. For this project, I just wanted to 

make something out of cut flowers that would last and be relevant to my medical career. 
  



4 

 
Aparn a Sharm a 

Co lo rs  o f Life  (pain tin g)  

 

 

No artist statement provided 

  



5 

 
Ave ry Bin gham  

Brain  Drain  (w e avin g)  

 

 

Nothing makes me happier than coming home and weaving away on my loom. Working during the week makes 

it hard to find time to sit down and really put creative energy into a piece, which is why I called this one "Brain 

Drain." What I love about weaving is that as soon as I start working on my loom, I can let my mind drift so that 

any anxious thoughts just float away. 

Combining different colors and textures is my favorite way to express my creativity and convey a feeling when 

I’m weaving. Often, people only have one of three things on their walls— they will have framed art, mirrors, or 

windows. Fiber art brings a totally new feel to a room; it adds warmth and texture and personality. 



6 

 
Cathe rin e  O’Brie n  

An  Eve n in g Drive  H o m e  (pain tin g)  

 
I love seeing the contrast of the light in the evening sky with the dark trees and the road lit up by 

headlights. As this was on a drive home, it 's a peaceful scene for me as my brain was making the 

transition between work and home. I took the photo, then a few days later sketched it out and just 

starting playing with the paint... 

 



7 

 
Cyn th ia Me rcado  (CAN NOT ATTEND TH E EVEN T)  

Orch id Fus io n  (pape r)  

 

 
Having seen and admired the sight of the variegated orchids from my trip to Hawaii, I was inspired to 

make use of the orchid prints from a gift wrap I bought. I thought it would be nice to recycle the 

unused pieces of these orchid prints and weave them into this simple yet meaningful art. What a great 

way to enjoy the art and evoke the memories of my tropical Hawaiian vacation! 

  



8 

 
Dan n y Llo yd 

Mo n ste r Do in g a Mun dan e  Task (draw in g)  

 
I wouldn't call myself an artist but I've always wanted to be able to draw. I started just trying to do it 

everyday. I found a list of drawing prompts and just started drawing as often as I could. This is one of 

my favorites, I think it 's funny. 

  



9 

 
Fin k H o llo w ay 

Stay Calm  (po e try)   

 

LINK TO POEM 

 

 

I wrote this poem after attending the Alzheimer's/ Dementia course at the Schmieding Center in  

Springdale. A few years after I took that class, my mother-in-law came to live with us. She'd had a 

stroke that caused a vascular dementia. So I put the poem where I would see it every day. I have to 

admit, it was easier to write the poem than it was to live out the advice it contains. But I did realize 

that when I did pray, God did provide strength and grace for each day and He helped me to stay calm, 

speak softly and be kind! 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a72KTUklulgZ_pAQisBkAoftQe7ZftPw/view?usp=sharing


10 

 
Go har Azhar 

Re d the  Life fo rce  (pho to graph)  

 

 
 

Red is the blood in the heart and vessels. Red the life-force! 

Red is also a color of celebration in many cultures. But when blood is shed needlessly, it is also red. It 

doesn't matter what the color of the skin - the color of our blood is the same - it is red. 

We belong to the same human race. 

Let red represent the life-force in a positive way. Let there be PEACE. 

  



11 

 
In du  So o ra  Old Mill (pain tin g)  

 

 
From a young age I have always enjoyed looking at art and loved watching as artists create their 

imagination on to a canvas or paper. I started painting as an adult with an instructor who was very 

passionate about art and in teaching art. 

My inspiration comes from nature and vacations where I find sceneries and compositions that I like to 

capture on canvas. My favorite seasons are Fall and Spring. What is more beautiful than the Old Mill in Arkansas during 

those seasons? 

My passion is painting which I find meditative and an activity that keeps me in peace while I am at it. I donate my art work 

to raise money for charities and giving back to society is another aspect of painting that I love. I find an inner peace and 

joy that is very rewarding and motivating when I give my paintings to others and see the delight it brings to them. 

This particular piece –  The Old Mill is one of my favorite places as I visit during every season and 

appreciate its architecture, the greenery and flowers around it. Each time I visit , I see it in different lights and colors which 

inspired me to paint it. I perceive something special whenever I see the Old mill during different seasons. We take our 

guests to this historic “Gone with the Wind” prominent site. This inspiration allowed me to capture it on Canvas. 

Seasons may change and may give different variations but the structure like the Old Mill seems to be a 

constant. So, I feel there is something to learn from this; things around us may change but it will be 

peaceful if we can remain constant and balanced irrespective of how much joy or sorrow may be around 

us. 

 

 



12 

 
Jam e s  McDo n ald 

Beach  Go o d Light (pain tin g)   

 
This is a very significant scene in the life of our family. My wife and I were at the beach with our son and 

his girlfriend. We all spent a lot of time together that week in the red chairs. 

They were married last year. 

 

  



13 

 
Je n n ife r Steck 

Old Bro adw ay (pain tin g)  

 
I drove over that crumbly old Broadway bridge every work day, from North Little Rock to UAMS and back. I 

have walked over that bridge numerous times, watched fireworks on that bridge, even participated in a 

Shakespeare play that was staged under that bridge. It seems like it has always just been there. When the city 

blew up it up (after a few attempts), a part of me grieved for that loss. A friend of mine had taken a beautiful 

photograph of it a few days before it was destroyed. He was happy to give me permission to paint the bridge 

from his photograph. The process of capturing this beautiful old bridge on canvas was cathartic for me. It 

soothed my aching heart and I felt it honored the memory of an old friend.  

  



14 

 
Je ss ica Lo w de r 

Magn o lia Blo s so m  (pain tin g)  

 

 

My first love has been drawing, followed closely if not equally with painting. They have held my 

attention and passion since I have become aware of them, trying to steal my father’s paint brushes as 
a formative memory. 

Later, I was captivated by Delacroix and Sargent paintings, taking on a particular interest in 
portraiture and intense subject matter. My skills moving towards various media but charcoal and 

acrylic paints being my staples. 

This particular Magnolia is one in a series of "flower portraits". To call flowers inanimate seems over 
simplified for me. I've enjoyed working with flowers and producing paintings that not only showcase 

their beauty but capture an underlying personality unique to each. 

  



15 

 
Jo n athan  Grave ly  

The  Co de  (po e try)  

 

LINK TO THE POEM 

 
I write poetry to relax and to decompress. I have written close to 100  poems so far. I have also written 

four children's books, and am working on some short stories. I usually draw from experiences or from 

other's experience. I usually try to capture the emotion's and give people that haven't experience such 
things an insight into it. Although I do have some poems that are just written with my own emotions. 

 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Cl71aTgp6lElqSif6fcaJ0wXW5RQmnCB/view?usp=sharing


16 

 
Kris te n  Ale xan de r 

Be ards  (m ixe d m e dia)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I learned to sew in my middle school Home 

Economics course, so my grandmother 
bought me a sewing machine for my 13th 

birthday.  

 
Over the years, I have played around a lot 

with fabric arts: sewing purses, 

quilts, and altering clothes.  
 

For the past four years, I have competed in 
the SOMA beard contest as a DIY 

contestant. This is a fun and funny way for 

me to express myself, both creatively and 
competitively! 

 

The pictured beard (top left) was the one 
year I literally *grew* a beard...out of Kale 

Sprouts! 
 

“button beard” top right 

“tie beard” bottom right 

 



17 

 
 

Laura H an so n  

Flo w in g (draw in g)  

 

I love the online challenge to create art during the month of October using ink (Inktober). This has 

pushed me to new heights with my art giving me pride as I share my accomplishments and even 

failures. I've always shied away from water and was quite pleased with the outcome. 

  



18 

 
Lin dse y Clark 

Bacte rial Expre ss io n s  (pho to graphs )  

 

I don't think of myself as an artist. I started this project as a way to engage our Medical Laboratory 

Sciences students and promote the field of laboratory science on social media. I have always 

photographed my agar art, and as my collection grew I decided to make a collage from my 

photographs. This project has been a fun way to spread the word about laboratory science as a career 

field and has gotten quite a bit of attention on social media platforms, allowing for a far greater reach 

than otherwise possible. 

  



19 

 
Man isha Sin gh  

De m e n tia (po e try)  

 

LINK TO POEM 

 

While taking care of patients, I see my own self out there, in those shoes. While it makes me a better 

physician, it also leaves me with some grief. Not many expect that as physicians, we are truly affected 

by what the patient goes through. 

 

We are. While we treat them, and long after that too. The sadness sometimes finds solace in moving 

on to another patient, studying more, or making jokes about things we hold most dear. Different 

coping strategies. Of those, one is- to write poetry, or prose. For 'no rhyme or reason' as they say. With 

'no rhyme or reason' is the only way for me to express the thoughts I have. This was written with the 

perspective of a patient with dementia. I am unable to express the sadness I felt while taking care of 

one such patient when I was a resident. I hope I am able to convey the thoughts I assumed she must 

have had. This poem is under consideration in a journal also. 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TpBacFrNdy-xvClzIPeu09GMvmLTUccv/view?usp=sharing


20 

 
Maris sa Mille r 

Blo o d, Muscle , & Bo n e s  (pain tin g)  

 

 
I have always been drawn to art and creating things. It is an outlet for me that is relaxing and fun. I 

was worried that I would not have the time during PA school to be able to do what I love, but I have 

found time on the weekends to keep up my creativity and skills. My abstract art speaks to people 

individually and I enjoy hearing what they see. I enjoy giving my viewers something to think about 

when they look at my art, and I love the conversations that happen because of it. 

  



21 

 
Mark Ko ch  

Bird W ith  Ne s t (pain tin g)  

 

 
In my spare time, I have been a collector and dealer of American antiques and folk art for over two 

decades. This subject matter, as well as objects from nature, have been a strong influence on my 

artwork. 

Prior to entering academia, I spent the bulk of my professional life assisting trauma survivors in 

navigating the criminal justice system. For me, painting has been a mechanism for consciously caring 

for myself as a health and human service provider. Thus, designing and creating little still lifes is one 

of my most valued occupations. 

I am self-taught and continuously trying to find places in my artwork where lines and colors meet 

quietly. 

While the subject matter of my paintings is primarily decorative, I attempt to infuse each work with 

forms and colors that are visually intriguing, balanced, and that leave the viewer with a sense of 

quietude. 

  



22 

 
Matt Strauss  

Afte r a Lo n g Day (pho to graph)  

 

 
 

What better cure is there for a long day than a furry friend? This photo of my cat captures her 

inattentiveness. 

  



23 

 
Matthe w  Ste liga 

W o o de n  Be n ch  (w o o dw o rk)  

 

 
 

I am a surgeon who has done several woodworking projects for our home. An oak tree from our 

backyard was taken down and a portion of it was felt to be too full of knots and irregular grain to be 

useful as lumber. This piece was initially going to be scrap for firewood. Looking at the cracks, knots, 

bark inclusion, and irregular grain as assets rather than flaws led to a different perspective and hope 

that this could be more than just firewood. Several hours with chisels, a belt sander, etc yielded an 

interesting slab which was nice to look at and functional. Steel legs were designed to contrast and 

complement the slab. Woodworking projects require focus, skill, physical effort, and planning, but 

also flexibility to adapt the project as unforeseen challenges arise. 

  



24 

 
Mo rgan  Tre e ce  

The  Me dical Jo urn e y (po e try)  

 

LINK TO POEM 

 

 

Chicago White Sox baseball player, Sam Ewing, once said, “Hard work spotlights the character of 

people. Some turn up their sleeves, some turn up their noses, and some don’t turn up at all.” Growing 

up with a brother and a father who loved baseball, this quote was a mantra in our household. I was 

brought up knowing the value of hard work. My parents worked numerous jobs to ensure my brother 

and I had all we needed to live and to get a good education. The values they installed in me from an 

early age have become a foundation on which I live my life. My parents also taught me when you see a 

problem, work to find a solution. While not having an abundance ourselves, many times my parents 

donated time, their skills, food, or money to help solve a problem and help others in need. They 

always said they had been blessed by what they had so they would go out of their way to help others. 

This poem represents the journey of medicine, some of which I have already been through, and some 

of which I can only speculate about. Medicine is a life-long journey, dedicated to continuous 

improvement, learning, and service to those in our community. I am a first year medical student here 

at UAMS, and I am originally from Conway, AR. My family includes Daniel and Kathi Sweere 

(parents), Matthew Sweere (Brother), Hunter Treece (husband), and Bear and Lily (pups). My goal 

during school and residency is to be the best physician I can become through hard work—not only 

through clinical skill and knowledge, but through not forgetting to truly see the people I am caring for 

each day. I will not forget that I am here to glorify God each day through my work. 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1l1Vv515J3ubgLp8TZr93JM9fxQYJqOoH/view?usp=sharing


25 

 
Nahe l Saie d  

Natural W o o d (w o o dw o rk)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

English Oak hollowed tree trunk cut 

and polished. At the center, a tree in 

the fall, moon housed in the rim 

(LED let moon) and flying birds in 

the sky (need imagination :) ) 

The tree fell in a storm in my 

subdivision 



26 

 
 

Parthrak Pro dhan  

Sun se t at Pin n acle  ( pho to graph)  

 

No artist statement provided 

  



27 

 
Paule tte  Me hta 

Praye rs  at the  Sin k (po e try)  

LINK TO POEM 

 

I am a physician at UAMS and at the VA Hospital in Little Rock, as well as professor of internal 

medicine. 

I write poetry and short stories in order to relieve stress, relax my mind, and express my feelings. I 

wrote this poem as a tribute to the ritual of washing hands between seeing patients. The ritual is 

necessary for preventing spread of infection, but also provides a moment of meditation with which to 

approach the day. 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fDIeDHC-nM5PDb7ccH-RP3xldnyFgcTK/view?usp=sharing


28 

 
Priyan gi Malaviarachch i 

Sprin g (pain tin g)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three years ago, I was so fascinated by a Robin nest on our tree and wanted to capture the moment by 

a painting. And that is how, I started teaching myself about painting. From that day on, I have been 

taking pictures of nature to do my own paintings. Most of them are based on the beauty of nature. 

Thank you! 

  



29 

 
Rache l Lue bke  

Rats  (po e try)  

 

LINK TO POEM 

 

It was my first day of fourth grade when I realized I'm a good writer, and by the end of fifth grade I 

had won two of my first essay contests. When I was around 12, I began writing poetry as a way to 

process life. And it has stuck with me ever since! 

I'm sad to say that, recently, I went about two years without writing any new poetry. I think it 's 

common for artists to have these kinds of gaps in their work, but it 's still disappointing. One Friday 

evening last August, I was sitting on my patio and saw a group of rats scrambling in a small tree. 

Oddly, it didn't bother me like I expected, given how destructive rats are sometimes (and not to 

mention, dirty). But they were minding their own business and doing me no harm in that moment. 

The poem just came to me, as they have since had a way of often doing. It was my first in a long time, 

and I wrote it with no edits in about two minutes. It is one of my favorite poems that I've written in 

my 17 years as a poet. I’m excited to share it and to see what others share! 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tnWnBC-fFwta6PCp2jE5hqaTBIyp3tqz/view?usp=sharing


30  

 
Re be cca Can tu  

Kn itte d Shaw l (kn ittin g)  

 

 
 

I learned to knit in college. It’s great stress relief for me and I like having a tangible product at the 

end. I like knitting baby hats because they’re quick but sometimes go for larger projects like shawls 

and sweaters. 

 

  



31 

 
Shale se  Fitzge rald  

Octahe dral w ith  Curve  (w o o dw o rk)  

 

 
My first purely geometric drawings started in preschool. They were not well received, and I stopped 

drawing altogether in middle school. College education veered into mathematics and computers and 

created a niche for me to once again pursue art. I now work as a biostatician, and with much of my time spent 

programming to weave databases together, there is a great continuity between work and leisure. 

Octahedral with Curve started as an attempt to finish an earlier display. My undergraduate career 

finished with a campus lawn display showing two large pieces of string art- a tetrahedral and a cube, the octahedral was 

never completed. Around that time another campus display (18 Verticals, 70  Horizontals) played with light, shadow, and 

space as a person walked through. Combining these ideas with a few years rumination and I knew I wanted to replace the 

string with something that created shadow. Moving from string to something more rigid created the challenge of 

attachment angles. I hadn’t fully worked out the math or fastening system when I caved to the “let’s just see what 

happens” approach. The curves are all natural- no intentional bending, just strips of wood beautifully adapting to start and 

end points. These designs are awe-inspiring for me, so many things I wasn’t planning for happened so naturally and 

beautifully. I’m really glad to have found this process. 

 



32 

 
She lle y W ashburn  

Sto rm y (pain tin g)  

 

 
 

I had seen a picture that was very similar to what I wanted to paint - a peacock sitting on a branch 

with Spanish moss hanging down around it. One night there was a terrible thunderstorm and the 

sirens kept going off which was making me scared. I decided that was the time to paint "Stormy", as 

my peacock decided to be named. It kept me distracted while severe weather was nearby. 

  



33 

 
Sia Shahriari 

M (pain tin g)  

 

 
 

"Life is short. Art is eternal.". Hippocrates 

My approach for this work was simple, water, paint, paper, brush and a lot of respect for the subject, 

my wife without whom a day is not a day. What is hard is getting her to sit. I sneak on her with a 

camera and there she is. 


